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S1'EDMAN,

FOREWORD
This committee print is the. fifth of a series of such prints of studies
on Copyright Law Revision published by the Committee on the Judi
ciary Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights. The
studies have been prepared under the supervision of the Copyright
Office of the Library of Congress with a view to considering a general
revision of the copyright law (title 17, United States Code).
Provisions of the present copyright law are essentially the same as
those of the statutes enacted in 1909, though that statute was codified
in 1947 and has been amended in a number of relatively minor respects.
In the half century since 1909 far-reaching changes have occurred in
the techniques and methods of reproducing and disseminating the
various categories of literary, musical, dramatic, artistic, and other
works that are subject to copyright; new uses of these productions
and new methods for their dissemination have grown up; and indus
tries that produce 01' utilize such works have undergone great changes.
For some time there has been widespread sentiment that the present
copyright law should be reexamined comprehensively with a view to
its general revision in the light of present-day conditions.
Beginning in 1955, the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress,
pursuant to appropriations by Congress for that purpose, has been
conducting a program of studies of the copyright law and practices.
The subcommittee believes that these studies will be a valuable con
tribution to the literature on copyright law and practice, that they
will be useful in considering problems involved in proposals to revise
the copyright law, and that their publication and distribution will
serve the public interest.
The present committee print contains the following three studies
relating to certain limitations on the scope of copyright: No. 14,
"Fair Use of Copyrighted Works," by Alan Littman, formerly Special
Adviser to the Copyright Office; No. 15, "Photoduplication of Copy
righted Material by Libraries," by Borge Varmer, Attorney-Adviser of
the Copyright Office; and No. 16, "Limitations on Performing Rights,"
by Borge Varrner.
The Copyright Office invited the members of an advisory panel and
others to whom it circulated these studies to submit their views on
the issues. The views, which are appended to the studies, are those
of individuals affiliated with groups or industries whose private in
terests may be affected by copyright laws, as well as some independent
scholars of copyright problems.
It should be clearly understood that in publishing these studies the
subcommittee does not signify its acceptance or approval of any
statements therein. The views expressed in the studies are entirely
those of the authors.
JOSEPH C. O'MAHONEY,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights,
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate.
III

COPYRIGHT OFFICE NOTE
The studies presented herein are part of a series of studies prepared
for the' Copyright Office of the Library of Congress under 11 program
for the comprehensive reexamination of the copyright law (title 17 of
the United States Code) with a view to its general revision.
The Copyright. Office has supervised the preparation of the studies
in directing their genera! subject matter and scope, and has sought to
fissure their objectivity and goneral accuracy. However, any views
expressed ill the studies are those of the authors.
,
Each of the studies herein was first submitted in draft form to an
advisory PIWel of specialists appointed bv the Librarian of Congress,
for their review and comment. The panel members, who are broadly
representative' of the various industry and scholarly groups concerned
with copyright, were also asked to submit their views 011 the issues
presented in the studies, Thcrt-aft or each study, as then revised ill
the light of the panel's comments, WaS made available to other in
terested persons who were in vitorl to su bmi t their views on the issues.
The views submitted by the panel and others are appended to the
st.udiss. These are, of course, the views of the writers alone, some of
whom are affiliated with groups 01' industries whose private interests
mav he affected, while others are independent scholars of copyright
problems.
ABE A.

GOLDI\1AK,

Chiej oj Research,
Copyright Office.
AHTHUH FISHEll,

Requiter of Copyrightli,
T.ibra,ry oj Cotujree«.

L.

QUIKCY MUMFORD,

Librariam. oj Congress.
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PHOTODUPLICATION OF COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL
BY LIBRARIES
1.

IK'rIWDUCTION

The various methods of photocopying have become indispensable
to persons engaged in research a.nd scholarship, and to Iibrarics that
provide research material in their collections to such persons. Effec
tive research requires that tho researcher he informed of the findings
and opinions of others and lrnvo an opportunity to study the materials
written by them. These materials arc often very extensive and appear
in a large number of publications. It is here that the libraries provide
an indispensable service to rr-scn.rch by furnishing the individual re
searcher with the materials needed hy him for reference and study.
The need of researchers for ready access to a mass of materials is
present in every field of scholarly investigation, but the problem is
exemplified most clearly in the field of scientific and technical research.
The body of scientific and technical literature has grown so rapidly
during the last few decades that it would be extremely difficult for the
individual scholar or researcher to gain access to the works he may
need to consult unless he can obtain copies from a library. This is
true especially of periodical literature. It would be virtually impos
sible for a person engaged in research to subscribe to all the periodicals
which from tiruc to time may touch upon his field of interest, nud even
the libraries where he lives may be unable to furnish th« necessary
material. Nor con libraries be expected to meet the needs of any
number of researchers by loan of the copies in their collections. In
response to the needs of researchers, most major libraries are equipped
to provide them with photocopies of materials in the library's collec
tions. It is invaluable to a researcher to be able to obtain from a
cen tral or specialized library photocopies of the various articles he
needs for reference and study.
However, much of the materials needed for scholarship and research
is of recent date and is under copyright, and the question arises
whether the making and furnishing of photocopies of copyrighted
material without the permission of the copyright owner is a violation
of his exclusive right to copy secured by section 1 (a) of the copyright
law. 1 It is the purpose of this study to examine this question and to
consider possibilities for its solution.
In general the justification for the photocopying of copyrighted
material would seem to be founded on the doctrine of "fair use". In
this connection it must be borne in mind that there are two distinct
aspects of the "fair use" that researchers might make of a copyrighted
work. One aspect concerns the making of copies for the sole purpose
of reference and study. The other concerns the reproduction in the
researcher's writing, hy quotation, etc., of the writings of other
J

17 U.S.C.
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authors. As already indicated, this study deals only with the former
aspect. The latter has been examined elsewhere in connection with
a general analysis of the fair use doctrine."
Aside from the aforementioned practice of furnishing photocopies
to researchers for their reference and study, libraries make photo
copies for a variety of other purposes. Rare books and manuscripts
are photocopied, usually microfilmed, to secure against their destruc
tion or loss, and to obtain copies which may be made accessible to the
public without any risk of harm to the often extremely valuable
originals. Similarly, for the purpose of preservation, photocopies
are made of newspapers and other items printed on fast-deterioratin~
pulp paper. Other similar purposes could also be mentioned.
Common for them all is that they mainly serve intralibrary purposes,
namely the maintenance and preservation of the collections. Photo
copying for these purposes may also raise some problem as to copy
right mfringement. This problem seems less urgent than that
caused by the supplying of photocopies to library patrons, but it will
be examined briefly in the following.

II.

PRESENT LAW AND PnAcTIcE

In relation to copyright protection library collections may be
divided into three groups of works: (1) published works protect~
by statutory copyright; (2) unpublished works protected under the
common law; and (3) works in the public domain.
A.

PUBLISHED COPYRIGHTED wo nxs

For published works under copyright, section 1 of the copyright
law provides that the copyright owner shall have the exclusive right:
(a) To print, reprint, publish, copy, and vend the copyrighted work.'

The copyright law does not specify any limitations on the exclusive
right of the copyright owner to "copy" the copyrighted work. N ever
theless, this right is limited bv the doctrine of "fair use" developed
by court decisions. Unfortnnately, there are no decisions dealing
specifically with photocopying by libraries, or even with the narrower
question of a person making photocopies for his own use. The courts
have dealt with the other aspect of fair use referred to above, namely,
that of reproducing in a new work an extract taken from the copy
righted work of another. However, the criteria of fair use developed
by the courts inthe latter context might furnish some general indica
tion of the permissible scope of photocopying.
The court decisions indicate that the major criteria as to what
constitutes fair use are: (1) the size and importance of the extract
taken in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; (2) the nature
of the' copyrighted work; (3) the purpose for which the extract is
taken; and (4) the effect of the use of the extract upon the demand
for the copyrighted work.! It can be argued, though at the risk of
oversimplification, that the first three criteria are important chiefly

,,,,,,t

• Bee Lutman, Fair U•• of Copyrlghl.d Wor.h. CopyrIght Law Ravtston, Study No. 14. In the pr..
committee print.
• Bee Bmltb, ••Th. Covylng Of Llberttry Pro~ly In Library Golltd/om, 46 LAW LIB. JOURNAL 107
(IDaa); 47 LA w LIB. }OURNAL 2)4 (19M).
• Bectlon 1 also speclJles other exclusive rights ot the copyright owner which are not germane to tbls
stUdy,
• Latman, op cit., note 2, ,",pro, pp. 1~18.
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in their relation to the fourth one, and that the ultimate consideration
is the competitive effect of the particular use on thelmarket for tho
copyrighted work. And it might be observed that the courts have
shown a tendency to apply the doctrine of fair use more liberally to
scholarly uses than tc commercial uses."
It is, of course, a matter of conjecture as to how the courts would
apply the doctrine of fair use to photocopying by libraries. On the
basis of the foregoing summation of the criteria, it seems tenable to
argue that the supplying of photocopies to individual researchers for
the sole purpose of reference and study might be regarded as fair use
in some circumstances; the bounds of fair use may be passed when the
supplying of photocopies would operate to diminish the publisher's
market. Whether the publisher's market would be affected materially
would seem to depend upon a number of factors such as whether the
work is ill print, how much of the work is photocopied, how many
photocopies of the samejwork are supplied to various persons, and
the relative cost of a photocopy and a publisher's copy.
Text writers on copyright have rarely dealt with this problem. One
text writer goes so far as to say that it would constitute an infringe
ment "in principle, at least, ......... ·if an individual made covies for
personal use, even in his own handwriting." 7 Another writer has
gone to the other extreme in saying that the only copying restrained
by copyright is the making of multiple copies for publication, and that
anyone is free to make single copies of an entire work for the personal
use of himself or of another person." Both of these views [seem
dubious, with no clear support in the court decisions. It may be that
copying for one's own private use, at least by hand, is sanctioned by
custom; but other factors would seem to be involved in the making
of copies by one person for the use of ·others.
In the absence of any authoritative ruling on the question, libraries
have sought to formulate some practical basis for their photocopying
policies.
The first attempt to formulate a uniform library policy regarding
photoduplication was the informal "Gentlemen's Agreement" issued
in May 1937 as a result of discussion between the Joint Committee
on Materials for Research of the American Council of Learned Societies
and the Social Science Research Council on the one hand, and the
National Association of Book Publishers on the other. Although
this "Gentlemen's Agreement" is without legal force," it is not un
important. As stated by Miles O. Price, Law Librarian and Professor
of Law at Columbia University: "In effect, It gives some status to
fair use, though on an informal basis, and prescribes certain minimum
conditions to be observed." 10 Regardless of its informal character,
the "Agreement" reflects what its draftsmen considered a fair balance
between the interests of researchers and libraries and the rights of
copyright owners, and therefore may serve as a convenient starting
point for discussion.
I rd. pp. 10. II.

1 WElL. AMERICAN COPYRlO IIT LA W, ~6 (1917). That Well may have been thinking of
copies made for other persons, rather than for the maker's own usc.fs indicated by his noxt sentence: "That
the eoples am Intended for gratuitous distrllmtion Is no defense."
• SITAW, LITERARY PROPERTY IN THE UNITED STATES, 98,09(1950).
, One of the parties to the so-called agreement, the N atlnnal Association of Book Publishera, hIlSatnee
ceased to exist. The book publishers are now organized In the American Book Publlshors Council.
Furthermore, the nenodteet pubushers. who publish most of tne selentlJlc IUId technteal material of lnterest
to researchers, were not generally members 01 that Association, and oven many book publlshers were not
members.
II See Price, .AcquI,UI01I and Technical Proulli1ll/, 6 LIB. TRENDS 4130 (18M).
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The "Gentlemen's Agreement" states in part as follows:
A library, archives office, museum, or similar institution owning books or
periodical volumes in which copyrigl~t still subsists may make and deliver a single
photog!"aphlc reprodu\,tlOn or reduct.ion o.f a I?ar~ thereof to a scholar representing
III wr-il.ing that he desires such reproduction l!l lieu of loan of such publir-at.ion or
in place of manual transcription and solely for the purpose of research: pro vidcd-e
(I) That t.he person recoivint; it. is given due notice in wri t i uu that he is
not exempt from liability to the copyright proprietor for any infringement of
copyright by misuse of the roproduct ion constituting all iJlfringemcllt under
the copyright law:
.
(2) T'hn t sur h reproduction is made and furnished without profit 10 itself
by the ills(itmion making it.

The" Agreement" contains a paragraph which purports to exonerate
the library from liability for possible infringement. This would not
seem to absolve the library from liability (if any) to the copyright
owner, but it might make it possible for a library to recover from
a patron any"damages paid as a result of an infringement suit.
The legal basis for permissible photocopying is stated in a subse
quent paragraph of the "Agreement." as follows:
The statutes make no specific provision for a right of a research worker to make
copies by hu nd or bv typescript for his rose.u-ch noll'S, but a student has alway»
been free to "copy" by hand; and mocluuucul rcpruduct.ious Iroru eopyrighl.
material are presumably intended t.o take the pl.ico of hand t ruuscript ions, and
La be governed by the sallie principles governing hand trnuscrip tiou.!'

There may be some question as to the implications of this last
assumption that mechanical reproduction is equivalent to hand tran
scription. It may be that hand transcription created no practical
problem because the extent of copying by hand was ordinarily limited
by its nature, while mechanical reproduct.ion by modern devices makes
it easy to copy extensively and quickly in any number of copies.
Moreover, the fuel. that hand transcription by a scholar himself has
long been considered permissible does not necessarily justify the mak
ing of photocopies by others for scholars; thus, the supplying of photo
copies as 11 commercial enterprise could hardly be justified on that
premise. These factors were apparently recognized by the provisions
of the "Ge nt.lcmou's Agr('('Tllpnt," quoted a/JOve, referring to 11 "sillg-!<'"
photocopy of It "part" of a book or periodical to be furnished "without
profi 1,."
In 1 U1J, the American Library Association adopted a "Reproduc
tion of \falerillls Code" Iormuluted as a statement of policy to be
observed by the Association members. The "Code" recognizes that
"till' final detpI'lI\inlltion as to whether any act of copying is a 'fair
US(,' rests with t.hc courts."
But it accepts tho "Gentlemen's Agree
ment" as stating "the pract.icul and customary meaning of 'fair use'
applicable to reproduction for research purposes." Th« main portion
of the "Code" is a restatement of the rules of the "Gentlemen's
Agreement," but additional rules of caution are incorporated. Thus,
the "Code" recommends that, "in all cases which do not clearly come
within the scope of the agr('cl\l('nt, either the scholar requiring the
reproduction or tho Iibrury to which the request is made should seek
the permission of the copyright owner before reproducing copyright
material." The "Code" further states:
Special care is called for in thc case of illustrations or articles that are covered
by a special copyright in addit.ion to the general copyright on the whole book or
liThe "Oentlemen's Agreement" Is reproduced 10 full In 2 JOURNAL OF DOCUMENTARY
REPRODUCTlON 31 (1939).
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periodical. Attention ~s callod to the fact ~hat ~I p~lhlisher's pern~ission .is not
legal protection to the libra ry unless the publisher IS either t,hc.eopyrigh t 0\\ ner or
an agent of the owner duly authorized to grant such perrmssron.

Finally, the "Code" states:
Legally there is no distinction between. in print and. out-of-p:int copyri/fht
material. Reproduction of in print material, however, IS more lik elv to bring
financial harm to the owner of the copyright, and it is recommended ; l1:t t libraries
be even more careful than in the case' of out-of-print material."

There is little available information us to the current practices of
libraries generally in making and supplying photocopies. Perhaps
this much can be said: that libraries differ widely in their practices,"
und that many of them feel th a.t the present uncertainty as to the
permissible scope of photocopying hampers their services ttl researchers
and needs to be resolved.
B. UNPUBLISHED WORKS AND MANUSCRIPTS

In the main, the unpublished works involved in the problem of li
brary photocopying consists of the manuscripts that have been de
posited in a library. With some exceptions 1I0t pertinent here, such
manuscripts arc not subject to statutory copyright, but the authors
or their successors have literary property rights under the common
law which preclude copying without their consent. Such common law
rights arc recognized in section 2 of the copyright law.
The A.L.A. "Code" contains the following provision regarding
manuscripts:
Manuscript material is protected by common law but the restrictions on its
reproduction are probably less rigid than thosc on copyright material. Reproduc
tion may probably be made to assist genuine scholarly research if no publication
is involved. Libraries should, however, be careful to observe any restrictions of
copying such material that have been stipulated by the donor.

The "Code" further recommends that libraries seek a definite under
standing regarding their rights at the time of each donation.
The contention of the "Code" that manuscript material protected
by common law is more susceptible to photocopying than published
material protected by statutory copyright may be questioned, inas
much as the "fair use" doctrine is generally thought not to apply to
unpublished works. However, in the absence of any specific restric
tions, the donation of manuscripts to a public library may often imply
a dedication to the public domain, or at least an authorization to the
library to furnish copies of the material to scholars. In some in
stances, though, the situation may be complicated by the fact that
the donor is not the owner of the common law literary property."
The special questions involved in the photocopying of manuscripts
are outside the scope of this study.
C. WORKS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

Works in the public domain present no copyright problems. But
for ethical reasons, the A.L.A. "Code" cautions against unrestricted
reproduction of current material in print though not copyrighted.
The "Code" states:
u The "RelJrodu~tlon of Matprlals Colle" 18 reproduced In full In U A.L.A. Bull. 64 (l\l4J).
8o>e Dray, Pholnc0f'vfng and CoPV,lghl In the MRrch and Nov. 1967 tssues of SPECIAL LIBRARIB8.
For elsmple, Ihe macuscrtpts Flven 10 a library may Include lellers reoelved by tbe donor or hili pred·
_ r . The literary property Is g6llerlllJy In the wrl te rs 01the leIters or their heir ••
II
II
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In the case ?f .wor~a (in prin9 which have not been copyrighted in the United
States * : * !t I~ evident that It would not be in the best interest of scholarship
to eng.age In WIdespread reproduction which would deprive the publisher of income
t? which ~e appears to be entitled and might result in suspension of the publica
tion. . It IS recommended, theref?re, that before reproducing uncopyrighted
~ate\lal less than .20 :years old, 'either for sale 'or 'for 'use within the library,
~b:ane~ should ascertal!! whether or not. the publication is still in print and, if it
IS III print, should refrain from reproducmg whole numbers or volumes or series
of volumes.

III.

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

There seem to be only two bills which have dealt specifically with the
problem of photocopying of copyrighted material by libraries. These
are: the Thomas (Shotwell) general revision bill of 1940 16 and a bill
'
introduced by Senator Lucas in 1944. 16
A. THE THOMAS (SHOTWELL) DILL, 1940

The Thomas bill (§12) provided in effect that the following shall not
be an infringement of copyright:
(g) The making of single copies of an unpublished work lawfully acquired by
library if such copies are made and used for study or research only and not for
sale or hire.
.
(h) The making by a library of one copy of a published work for research
purposes and not for sale, exchange, or hire: Provided, That
(i) such work has publicly been offered for sale in a published, limited, or
general edition by or with the consent of the author or owner of the particular
publication right, at a publication price under such circumstances as to pass title
in and to the physical copies thereof: and
(ii) the publication and distribution of said edition has been discontinued and
the library has offered by registered mail to purchase a cory from, and tendered
the retail publication price plus carriage to, the Register 0 Copyrights on behalf
of the owner of said publication right and such owner thereupon failed for a period
of thirty days after written notice from the Register of Copyrights addressed to
the owner's last-known address either to scud a copy of said published edition to
such library or to return or direct the Register of Copyrights to return the tendered
payment accompanied by a designation of a place where such copy can lawfully be
secured at said price; and
(iii) such owner has not filed with the Register of Copyrights a notice of inten
tion to publish a new edition of such work and such edition has not been published
within six months from the filing of such notice; and
(iv) the payment tendered by libraries, as hereinabove provided, shall be
deposited with the Register of Copyrights, who shall promulgate regulations for
the carrying out of this subsection.
(v) There is hereby created in the"Treasury·of the United'Btates'n trust fund
to be known as the copyright trust fund. The Register of Copyrights shall do
posit in such fund all moneys received by him from"libraries as horeinbefore
provided in trust for"the personstentitledthereto. AtIeasto-ice each year the
Register"of'Copyrights shall'certify totheSecretary of the Treasury for payment
through the Division of Disbursement" from" the" copyright trust fund to each
person entitled thereto all amounts theretofore received in trust for such person
and not previously paid to such person * * *.
1\

Under these complicated provisions, a photocopy of a published
work was to be authorized only when the work was out of print, and
then only after a time-consuming procedure had been followed to
make certain that the copyright owner could not supply a copy;
and payment of the established price of a publisher's copy, was to
be made to the copyright owner through the Register of Copyrights.
The above provisions were drafted by the Shotwell Committee
after long discussions on the subject of photocopying for scholarly
" S. &On. 76th ·Cong.;Sd lQ_. (1940).
I'

S. 2039,178th:Oong.,'rldlSeM.l (1944).
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purposes. The position of the scholars had been presented to ~he
Shotwell Committee in a memorandum prepared by the Jomt
Committee on Materials for Research. The memorandum stated:
The particular problems in which scholars wish to be assured that their activities
are within the protection of the law are these:
(1) They need the right to make copies of any material they read in order
to form a part of the body of research notes with which they work. This
right is probably theirs by custom, since it is not publication but transcrip
tion for use that is involved. Copying is here mcrely an aid to mental
reproduction or digestion. Manual transcription, typescript transcription,
photostat, and microcopying should be on the same footing for this purpose.
The principle is not different regardless of the technique of copying that is
used. The cheapness and efficiency of microcopying mean that the amount
of this copying in the collection of research notes will probably be much
greater in the future than It has been in the past.
The provisions of the copyright law should leave intact a free right to
copy as a part of the normal procedure of research. This right to copy should
never be confused with the right to publish. The finished product, the book,
that results from research is the object to which the copyright law applies,
and not the notes and collection of material that enter into the production
of the book.
(2) Under some conditions a library may make, without profit to itself,
a copy of some work or a part of some work, and the the research man may
use the copy instead of borrowing the book from the library.
A person ordering a copy made (whether in manuscript, typing, photo
graphic, or any other form of reproduction) should bear full responsibility.
So long as he uses the copy merely as research material, just as he would use
a borrowed book, the matter is covered by (1) above. If he goes beyond
this, and by publishing it damages the rights of the copyright owner, he and
not the library should be held liable.
(3) A special situation arises in connection with learned journals. The
number of these journals is so large, and their availability in America so
restricted, that articles in many of them are inaccessible to numerous Ameri
can scholars. We feel that the authors of these articles usually want their
writings to reach colleagues in the field and to be used ,.. .......
(4) Books out-of-print but still 1II1der r-opyrizht ought not to become
inaccessible to scholarship, and it should be lawful to make copies of such
books not alone as research notes but as additions to library resources. In
some cases, the wear and tear on a library book is so great that the library
in order to protect the original, usually out of print, will photostat or micro
film it and huva the public lise the copy thus made * ... *
An equitable arrungemnnt would be to create a statutory license for the
reproduction of out-of-print books * * *

The Thomas bill apparently attemp
mendation of the Joint Committee on Materials for Research by pro
viding a statutory licensing system for photocopying out-of-print
works.. The procedures required, however, would have been cumber
some and would have imposed a rather long period of delay before a
photocopy could have been made. The Thomas bill would have
afforded little or no helf in solving the problem of photocopying in
the more critical area 0 articles appearing in recent periodicals.
No action was taken on the Thomas bill.
B. THE LUCAS BILL, IS"

Section 1 of the Lucas bill provided that nothing in the copyright
law should be construed-

!.o prohibit .the Librarian of Congress from making, or having made, and furnish
mg a coPy III whole or in part of any published copyright work in the collections
of the Library to the following persons.
f

If Memorandum on Copyright on Behalf of Seholarshlp Presented by the Joint Committee on Materials
orllResearch, July 15, 1938, 1 Shotwell Papers 18. (The memoranda. minutes, and proposals of the Shot
we Committee are collected and paginated In the U.8. Copyright Office.)
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Among the persons were Members of Congress and judges (subsec. 1),
Federal agencies, and authorized Federal officers in cert.ain circum
stances (subsec. 2), and other persons (subsec. 3). This last pro
vision stated:
(:11 To .my person not :letin!l; under subsections 1 and 2 of this section, upon
hi, cert ific.ition that be cannot otherwise obtain the m-rterin l and that he desires
it for the purpose of private stud y, rcse.u-ch , criticism, review, dcinonstrat.iou ,
litiun tion, comment, nc-wspuper summnry, or fnir use as rccouniced by the courts,
and t.hut, l.c :ISS\llllf.'S :111 responsibility und li:lbi lity for any claim of infri ntrernen t,
arisinp; from the usc, either by himself or another, of t.he copy furnished by the
Lihr.uiun of Con~rcss.
The making of copies by the Lilmu-ia n of Congress :\S hereinabove provided
shall not Ill' deemed to constitute infriturcment of copyright.

The Lucas bill applied only to the Library of Congress. It would
not han solved the problem for the many other libraries in which
much mutorial of value to scholars and researchers is found. No
action was taken on the Lucus bill.

IV.

FOHEIGN LAw

Some of the more recent foreign copyright laws have provisions
governing various aspects of photocopying. For the purpose of com
parison, the laws of Austria, France, Mexico, aud the United King
dom, will be briefly examined. The new draft laws of Germany and
the Scandinavian countries will also be mentioned.
A. AUSTRIA

The copyright law of Austria, law of April 9, 1936, as amended,
provides:
§ 42. (1) Any person may produce copies of a work of literature, musio, or .uL
for his personal usp * * *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(3\ Sill~1I- copies Ill: 1,\' :ebo 1)(' made 011 order for th« personal use of unothr-r
person. However, such a copy of :L work of art may only be made without com
pensation therefor. The copying for compcnsut.ion of a work of literature or
music, for the persouul IlSP of unot.hr-r person orderin'!; the copy, may not Iw
made by means other than in longhand or by typewriter except when it concerns
minor parts of a work, or lin unpublished work, or a work which is out of print.

While a person who makes his own copies or who supplies copies
free of charge may avail himself of any copying technique, including
photocopying, certain restrictions apply when copies are supplied
"for compensation." Whether a charge of the actual cost of making
the copy would constitute "compensation" is not clear. Dr. Wilhelm
Peter, who has written an extensive commentary on the Austrian
copyright law, gives the following interpretation of the above rules
as applied to public libraries that make a charge for photocopies.
He says:
Photocopies or microfilms of protected works or parts of works kept in public
libraries may be made for a charge-without the permission of the author or
publisher-when
(a) there is an order;
(b) the person who has placed the order for a copy does not intend to
make the work or the part of the work available to the public (although
quotation and other fair usc in a published work
may be permissbile);

***
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(c) the work is unpublished (manuscripts, dissertatdons).. or t!te ,work is
out of print, or only a pa:t of a work IS wanted. Articles In periodicals are
in this respect to be considered as works and not parts of works. Ii

Under this interpretation by Dr. Peter, it would seem that a
library making a charge therefor may supply a photocopy of an
article in a periodical only when the periodical is out of print. The
basis for this conclusion is not clear.
The Austrian law does not mention intralibrary photocopying.
B. FRANCE

The French copyright law of March 11, 1957, does not provide
rules for library photocopying. Private copying is permitted under
article 41, which excepts from copyright protection:
(2) Copies or reproductions reserved strictly for the private use of the copyist
and not intended for collective usc, with the exception of copies of works of
art * * -.

While this provision permits a person to make copies by any
means, including photocopying, for his own private use, nothing is
said about having such copies made by libraries or by other persons.
The effect of the French law in this latter respect is not clear.
C. GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC

The German copyright law of June 19, 1909, as amended, provides
in section 15, second paragraph:
Multiplication for personal use shall be permitted, provided the multiplication
does not serve the purpose of obtaining revenue from the work.

The scope of "personal use" was interpreted in a decision handed
down on June 24, 1955, by the Supreme Court of the German Federal
Republic (1 ZR 88/54). The case involved a situation in which an
industrial corporation had made a number of photocopies of copy
righted articles for the use of its research staff. Interpreting section
15, second paragraph, the Court first stated in a dictum that it does
not follow as a matter of course that photocopying, as opposed to
other multiplication methods (especially hand copying or type
writing), is permissible; and the Court held that, whether or not
photocopying is permissible in some instances, photocopying by or
for an industrial concern is in no case "multiplication for personal
use" within the meaning of the law.
To solve the problems posed by this decision, the German Publishing
Association and the German Industrial Association in 1958 signed an
agreement stipulating the conditions under which periodical articles
may be photocopied by or for members of the Industrial Association.
For articles in periodicals less than 3 years old the agreement estab
lishes various bases for the payment of fixed royalties. For articles
which are older than 3 years, no royalties are due. The agreement
further states that "only a few photocopies may be made of each
work," and that the photocopies may not be commercially distributed.
Subscribing publishers obligate themselves to have photomechanical
reproduction right'! transferred to them. In cases where authors
permit photocopying free of charge, each imprint is to bear a notice to
that effect.
18 PETER.

DAB OBTERREICHIBCHE URHEBERRECHT 123 (Vienna 1954).
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.The new German draft law on copyright,which has been published
with an extensive report by the Federal German Ministry of Justice 19
contains the following provision;
,
§47. (1) Any person may make single' copies of a work for his' personal use, or
. may have such copies made free of charge by others. Personal use does not
include usc for professional or t.rade purposes.
(2) Any person may make or have made single copies of a work, with, the
exception of a work of artl. when the copying is made by hand or typewriter;
2. when the work is unpublished or out of print;
3. when only a small part of a work is involved, or when the work is an
article in a newspaper or periodical.
(3) The copies may not be distributed or used at a public reading, performance,
or exhibition, or in a broadcast * * *.

According to the official report accompanying the proposal, sub
section (2)2 was drafted to meet the needs of libraries and scientific
institutions," while subsection (2)3 is intended to serve the purposes
of scholarship and research." The report points out that the repro
duction of articles in periodicals tends to affect publishers more than
authors, since the latter usually receive only nominal fees. for the type
of articles of interest in this field. Based on findings by the German
Research Association (die Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.), the
report concludes that periodicals in the field of the humanities gen
orally are in a precarious economic situation but that the same is not
true of other technical journals. Consequently, since by far most
photocopies are made from such technical journals, which can bear
the loss, a photocopying privilege for the benefit of scholarship and
research must prevail over the interests of the publishers. Con
versely, a general prohibition would not aid the journals dealing with
the humanities; their troubles have other sources."
D.

MEXICO

The Mexican copyright law of December 29, 1956, in article 15
permits:
(d) The copying by manuscript, machine, photography, photostat, painting,
drawing, or microfilm of a published work, provided the copy is for the exclusive
use of the person making it * * *.
.

The law does not provide specifically for library photocopying, but
it does contain some far-reaching provisions in article 70, which
provides:
ART. 70. The publication of literary, scientific, educational, or artistic works
necessary or helpful to the advancement, diffusion, or improvement of science or
national culture or education is a matter of public interest.
The Federal Executive may, either ex officio or upon application, declare a
restriction upon copyright in order to permit the publication of the works referred
to in the preceding paragraph in the following cases:
(I) When for a period of 1 year, there are no copies of the work in the
capital of the Republic and in three of the chief cities in the country;
(II) When works are sold at such a price as considerably to impede or
restrict their general use, to the detriment of culture and teaching.

Although the law does not expressly say so, it seems obvious that
the Federal Executive may use its rather broad regulatory powers in
this field to permit photocopying for scholarly purposes in the cases
described in subsections (I) and (II).
"REFERENTENENTWURFE ZUR URHEBERRECHTSREFORM (Bonn 1954).
" [d. at 1.58.
It [d. at 159.
" [d. at 170.
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E. UNITED KINGDOM

The United Kingdom Copyright Act of 1911 (which has been super
seded by the recent Act of 1956) contained the following provision in
section 2(1):

* . . * Provided that the following acts shall no t cons titu te an infringement of
copyright:
.
(i) Any fair dealing with any work for the purposes of private study, research,
criticism, review, or newspaper summary; *
*.
Under this provision students were allowed to copy portions of
copyrighted books and other copyrighted items in library collections,
but it was considered doubtful whether the "fair dealing" exemption
applied to copying by libraries. A report issued in 1952 by the Copy
right Committee stated:
What comes within the "fair dealing" exemption if done by the student him
self (and in this respect no alteration is proposed) would not necessarily be
covered if done by the librarian.s!

In order to resolve the doubt in one area, the Royal Society represent
ing periodical publishers had issued in 1950 a "Fair Copying Declara
tion" applicable to copying from certain scientific periodicals. This
declaration stated in part:
'We will regard it as fair dealing for the purpose of private study or research
when a non-profit-making organization, such as a library, archives office, museum,
or information service, owning or handling scientific or technical pertodieals pub
lished by us, makes and delivers a single reproduction of a part of an issue thereof
to a person or his agent representing in writing that he desires such reproduction
in lieu of a loan or manual transcription and that he requires it solely for the pur
pose of private study, research, criticism, or review, and that he undertakes not
to sell or reproduce for publicatiorr the copy supplied provided:
1. The recipient of the copy is given notice that he is liable for infringe
ment of copyright by misuse of the copy and that it is illegal to use the copy
for any further reproduction.
2. The organization making and furnishing the copy does so without profit
for itself.
3. Proper acknowledgement is given to the publication from which the
copy is made.
4. Not more than one copy of anyone excerpt shall be furnished to any
one person.

The new United Kingdom Copyright Act of 1956 provides in sec
tion 6(1):
No fair dealing with a literary, dramatic, or musical work for purposes of re
search or private study shall constitute an infringement of the copyright in the
work.

The new Act also contains very detailed rilles governing library
photocopying. These rules, which are provided in section 7, cover
copying by libraries in regard to (1) articles in periodical publications,
(2) parts of other published works, (3) complete published works, and
(4) unpublished works.
Under subsection (1), the librarian of a qualified library is
entlt~ed to make and supply a copy of an article in a periodical.
"Article," as defined in subsection (1O), includes an item of any de
scnption. The class of libraries qualified to exercise the privilege is
to be prescribed by regulations made by the Board of Trade. Sub
sectlOn (2) provides that the Board of Trude in its regulations "shall

(n

y"

Report of COPYrIght Ccmmittee, Cmd. 8662, para. 43 (lgS2). See COPIN OER AND SKONE
.AMES O~ COPYRIGHT 22g (gth ed. 19S8).
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make such provision as the board may consider appropriate for secur
ing" (a) that the libraries are not established or conducted for profit;
(b) that copies arc supplied for purposes of research or private study;
(c) that no person may get more than two copies of the same article;
(d) that no copies extend to more than one article in anyone publica
tion; and (e) that the person who ~cts copies pays for them a sum not
less than the cost of their production,
(2) Under subsection (3), qualified libraries may also make and
supply copies of parts of published literary, dramatic, or musical
works other than periodicals. The privilege extends to illustrations
in such works (subsec. 9(c)). The conditions prescribed by the regu
lations of the Board of Trade under subsection (2), as outlined in the
preceding paragraph, must be complied with. In addition, this class
of copies may not be made or supplied if the librarian knows the name
and address of a person entitled to authorize the making of the copy,
or if he could ascertain such information by reasonable inquiry.
According to subsection (4), the Board of Trade regulations shall
make provision appropriate for securing that no copy extends to
more than a reasonable proportion of the work in question.
(3) The rules applicable to complete published works are provided
in subsection (5). They are similar to those governing parts of pub
lished works, except that complete copies may only be supplied to
other libraries.
(4) Under subsection (6), unpublished manuscripts in libraries,
museums, and other institutions open to public inspection, may be
reproduced for purposes of research or private study, or with a view
to publication, if more than 50 years have passed since the author
died, and more than 100 years have passed since the work was created.
Subsection (7) prescribes the conditions under which manuscripts may
be incorporated in "new works" and published. In other words, sub
section (6) permits copying of old manuscripts with a view to pub
lication, and subsection (7) prescribes the conditions under which
publication may take place. The main condition is that notice of
intended publication be given as prescribed in the Board of Trade
regulations. Furthermore, the identity of the owner of the copy
right in the "old work" must not be known to the publisher of the
"new work." If these conditions are met, the "new work" as origi
nally published, or any subsequent edition thereof, shall in this re
spect not be treated us an infringement of the "old work." If sub
sequent editions incorporate manuscripts not published in prior
editions, a new notice of intended publication is required.
In accordance with the provisions of the Cop.Y'ri~ht Act, the Board
of Trade has issued the Copyright (libraries) Regnlations of May 17,
1957. Lea ving aside matters of detail, two provisions of the Regula
tions should be noted. (1) In order to assure that a photocopy is
made only for the purposes stated in the Act, the person requesting
the copy must declare that he needs it for purposes of research or
private study, that he has not previously been supplied with a copy
of the item requested, and that he will not use it for purposes other
than those stated. (2) One copy only may be supplied to the librarian
of any library, unless the librarian of the supplying library is sabisfied
that a eopy previously supplied has been lost, destroyed or damaged.
The detailed provisions of section 7 of the new United Kingdom
Act represent an elaborate attempt to arrive at a statutory solution
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of the problems pertaining to library photocopying. As to single
articles in a periodical, subsections (l) and (2) appear to adopt the
principles of the earlier "Fair Copying Doclurat.ion " of the Royal
Society. As to other works, the remaining subsections impose con
ditions that appear to be quite restrictive. They have been criticized
as being too complicated and restrictive; and it has been suggested
that libraries, instead of attempting to meet the conditions of section
7, may furnish photocopies to students under the more liberal "fair
dealing" provision of section 6. 24
This last suggestion seems questionable. During the discussion of
sections 6 and 7 in the Parliamentary Committee, the Parliamentary
Secretary to the Board of Trade (Mr. Derek Walter-Smith) made
the following observation:
Clause 6(1) gives to students the right of copying for research or private study,
and, as the Committee will see, that is a very broad right which extends to the
work as a whole. It is quite appropriate that. the particular fair-dealing provision
should be in such wide terms, because there are physical inhibitions upon what
the student can do which of themselves operate so as not to require any legal
reinforcement. A student copies by hand, and therefore he can be given wide
rights because he will not physically be able to do more ths n provide for his
genuine personal needs * * *.
A librarian, of course, will make his copies by these new, or fn.irly new, meehaui
cal processes. There is no physical limitnt.iou upon what he cun do, because he
has got his photocopying apparatus. The librarian is necessarily in rather 'i
different position from that of the student, both in what should be his lcgitimatc
requirements and what is his capacity for making copies of the work. It is not
suggested, t.hereforo, that he should huve such a wide right I1S the student. It is
in this case not appropriate, I think, that the very wide powers in suhsection (1)
of clause 6 which apply to students should be given to the librarian for the supply
ing of copies * * *.25

After this statement by the Parliamentury Secretary, an amend
ment which proposed that librarians should be allowed to do for
students what they could do for themselves failed to carry.
The provisions of section 7 of the new United Kingdom Act are
discussed in the report issued in J 957 by the Canadian Royal Com
mission on Patents, Copyright, Trade Marks and Industrial Designs."
The Canadian Commission recommended that the United Kingdom
provisions be adopted in a new Canadian copyright law, but with
several liberalizing modifications. The most important modifica
tions suggested were: (1) that section 7(2)(d) be changed so as to
permit the supplying of more than one article in anyone periodical
publication in cases where more than one article relates to the same
subject matter; (2) that section 7(2)(0), which requires a payment for
photocopies of not less than the cost of producing them, be omitted
in the Canadian law; and, (:3) that the provision of section 7 (3)
requiring permission from the copyright owner, if he can be located by
reasonable inquiry, for the photocopying of parts of works other than
periodicals, be omitted.
The New Zealand Library Association has recently recommended to
a govermeut committee, which is working on a new copyright law for
New Zealand that rules similar to the United Kingdom rules, but with
the modifications suggested by the Canadian Commission, be
adopted."
"Sec Woledge, COPUTiqh! and Librari., in the United Kingdom, 14 JOURNAL OF DOCUMENTA·

TlOX 45 (J!i58).
"Parliamentary Debates, House 01 Commons, OfficIal Report 192 (3 July 1956).
" Report on Copyrlgh t 57-60 (1\157).
" 19511 New Zealaud Llbrarles 12.
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F. THE SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES

The present Danish, Finnish, Norwegian, and Swedish copyright
laws do not expressly provide for any right to make copies of copy
righted material. Provisions to permit the making of copies for
personal use are proposed in the new draft laws which have been
published recently by the respective Governments. Thus the
Swedish draft contains the following provision;
,
§ II., A diss~minated work may be reproduced in single copies for private
use. Such copies may not be used for other purposes.

It is dear from the official reports issued with the draft laws that
this provision is intended to cover the making and supplying of
photocopies, ctc., by libraries and similar institutions although the
privilege is not limited to them. According to the Swedish report,
the draftsmen considered limiting the privilege to certain types of
works. They found, however, that practical conditions, the price of
photocopying, etc., would establish appropriate limitations in this
field." The draftsmen also considered a compulsory licensing system,
but they abandoned this idea, partly because it would be too cornpli
en.ted to administer, and partly because it might mean that Swedish
users would have to pay for the use of foreign periodicals while foreign
users of Swedish periodicals might not be subjected to such a burden."
The Swedish draft law (but not the other Scandinavian drafts) also
contains the following provision:
§ 12. Upon permission of the King, and according to the conditions he shall
stipulate, archives and libraries may make photographic reproductions of a work
for the purposes of their activities.

V.

SUMMARY AND AKALYSIS OF THE PnOBLEM
.... GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

It has long been a matter of common practice for individual scholars
to make manual transcriptions of published material, though copy
righted, for their own private use, and this practice has not been
challenged. Such transcription imposed its own quantitative limita
tions; and in the nature of the event, it would not be feasible for
copyright owners to control private copying and use. But reproduc
tion for private use takes on different dimensions when made by
modern photocopying devices capable of reproducing quickly any
volume of material in any number of copies, and when copies arc so
made to be supplied to other persons. Publisher's copies are bought
for tho private usc of the buyer, and in some circumstances a person
supplying copies to others will be competing with the publisher and
diminishing his market.
.
Not only is such competition unfair to the publisher and copyright
owner, but it may be injurious to scholarship and research. Thus
it has been pointed out that the widespread photocopying of technical
"UPPIlOVSMAKl-;ARATT TILL LITTERARA OCR KONSTNARLIGA VERK 191 (Stock·
holm 195G).
ss Id. at 190.
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journals might so much diminish the volume of subscriptions for the
journals as to force the suspension of their publication. 30
At the same time, the availability of a growing mass of published
materials is essential to persons engaged in research, and in many
situations they must be able to obtain copies for study from libraries
(or similar institutions) where the materials are collected. To fulfill
this need, libraries must be able to supply photocopies to the extent
that it is not practicable to provide published copies for the use of
researchers.
The problem, in essence, may be seen as this: How can researchers
be supplied with the materials they need for study, without under
cutting the publisher's market? Perhaps various limitations can be
placed on photocopying to preclude or minimize the potential injury
to publishers or copyright owners, without depriving researchers of
the materials they need.
B. PHOTOCOPIES FOR INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH

Some guides to the limitations that might be appropriate for sup
plying photocopies to individuals might be found in the "Gentlemen's
Agreement" of 1937, the "Fair Copying Declaration" of the British
Royal Society, the proposals presented to the Shotwell Committee,
and the foreign laws and proposed laws, all outlined above.
These sources suggest for consideration limitations such as the fol
lowing: that photocopying be limited to nonprofit institutions; that
only one photocopy be supplied to anyone individual or organization ;
that in the case of periodicals photocopies be limited to one or two
articles from any issue; that in the case of other works, photocopies
be limited to a reasonable portion of the work (though no mathemati
cal formula. would seem to be feasible), except that a photocopy of an
entire work might be permitted where it is not available from the
publisher.
Other conditions for the photocopying might also be suggested for
consideration, for example: that on each photocopy the source should
be shown and the copyright notice appearing on the source should be
reproduced: that the person requesting the photocopy should be re
quired to state in writing that it is to be used only for his private
study; that if he requests a. photocopy of an entire work, he be required
to state in writing that he has made inquiry and has found that the
publisher cannot supply him with a copy.
"See, for example, Walter J. Murphy, Should the Copvright Law Be Aboli.,hed' in CHEMICAL AND
ENGINEERING NEWS Oct. r., 1958. In regard to scientific journals In partrcular, it may be tbe pub
lishers rather than the authors who are concerned about photocopying. In a recent Report by the Sub
committee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights of the Senate Judiciary Committee (S. nl'P. 97, 8Gth
Cong., 1st Sess. 12 (1959)), appears the following: "Most scientists feel that their work Is not published
to gain any financial reword for the authors hut should provide scientific data which other scientists may
freely use and build upon to advance the cause of scIence. On the other hand, the commercial publtshers
of scientific articles regard eopyrlght protection as essentlal to meet their costs of publtcatjon. A clash
between these authors and publishers occurs when public libraries or private industrial subscribers under
take to circulate numerous copies of sclenWlc articles for the benefit of Interested scientific personnel. The
authors regard such copying as desirable. The publishers feel that It Impairs their circulation and revenue."
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c. MULTIPU; PHOTOCOpmS FOR CORPORATE lU;SEAIWH

The limit atious mentioned above would seem to preclude the mak
ing of multiple photocopies by or for a corporate organization for tJI('
usc of its stall' of research workers. This is a problem of growing
importance since scion tific research is being conducted incrt·asingh by
the stall's of corporate organizations. The materials needed in Inul
t iplo copies for their research staffs are primarily articles in current
technical journals. TI]("r~ is probn bly not the same need for supplying
copies of other kinds of works (such as books or old--r periodicals)
eirnultaneously to several members of a corporation's research slaH.
One copy of such other works, to be supplied on the same basis as to
lUI individual n-searchcr, might, suffice.
Multiple photocopying for the use of a corporation's research st.afl'
seems more difficult to justify than the making of a single photocopy.
Publishers of technical journals may well feel that such multiple
photocopying of current material would seriously curtail their rnarkct.,
and t hat corporate orguniz» t.ions, particularly those operated for
profit, should be expected to buy the publisher's copies in the number
needed for their stafpl
As noted above, the Supreme Court of the German Federal Republic
in 195,"> held that such multiple photocopying by an industrial corpora
tion is an infringement of copyright; and a practical solution to the
problem has recently been worked out by an agreement between the
German publishing and industrial associations, whereby industrial
organizations pay royalties for photocopies they make of articles in
periodicals less than 3 years old. Some such royalty arrangement
appears to be a reasonable solution for this special problem. In fact,
a royalty arrangement might be a solution to the photocopying prob
lem in a broader area, us will be mentioned later.
D.

PHOTOCOPYING FOH A LIBRARy'fI COLLECTIONfI

Mention has been made of the need of libraries to make microfilm
or other photocopies of items in their collections for their preservation.
Also, libraries have occasion to supply other libraries with photocopies
of items not otherwise available. In either case, as long as the copies
needed are not available from the publisher, photocopying for u
library would not appear to prejudice the interests of the publisher
or copyright owner.

VI.

ApPROACHES '1'0 A SOLUTION
A.

GENEnAL ALTERNATIVES

Two alternative approaches to a solution of the photocopying
problem may be considered: (1) to provide by statute for the making
and supplying of photocopies for purposes of research and study, or
(2) to leave t.h« matter to the working out of practical arrangements
between libraries and research groups on the one hand and publisher
and author groups on the other.
1. Statutory provisions.-Several kinds of statutory provisions
might be suggested for consideration. Possible models are found in
tl

See Walter J. Murphy, op, eit., note 30, supra.
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the laws and proposed laws of other countries outlined in part IV of
this study, and perhaps in the two prior bills outlined in part III.
(a) The statute might provide in gcners.l terms that single photo
copies mav be made by or for any person for his private usc only.
Such provisions are found in the Austrian law (with limitations added
where copies are supplied "for coiupcnsutiou "), in the present German
law and the new draft law for the G.'['lflUn Federal Republic (the draft
la \V adding limi tat.ions where t.he copies are no t made "free of charge"),
and in the new draft laws for the Scandinavian countries (except for
certain kinds of works).
Such II general provision would serve to establish the right to
make and supply single photocopies for the sole purpose of research
and study. It would not limit the persons or institutions by whom
photocopies could be made and supplied, or (he kinds of works or the
quantity of any work that might be photocopied,
The addition of some limitations might be considered: for example,
that the photocopies be supplied without profit (which may be the
purport of the Austrian law and the new dmft law for tlie German
Federal Repu blic).
A broad provision of this character would have the merit of sim
plicity, but it might open the door to such extensive photocopying us
to present the danger of injury to the interests of publishers and
copyright owners, unless further limitations were prescribed.
(li) A statutory provision might prescribe precise limitations and
conditions under which photocopies may he supplied. Thus, in addi
tion to the general limitations of a single copy for private use only, n
number of further limitations und conclitious are found ill the United
Kingdom Act of I Dt:i6. It limits the privilege of supplying photocopies
to nonpro fit libraries. Photocopies of periodicals are limited to one
art.icle in nny issue (the Canadian Commission has recommended t.ha.t
photocopies of more than one article 1)(' n.uthorized where the ar-ticles
relate to the same subject). Photocopies of other literary, dramatic
or musical works are limited to a "reaso nable pro portion" of the work :
and they may be supplied only where the librarian does not know and
could not ascertain by reasonable inquiry the name and address of the
copyright owner (the Canadian Commission has recommended deletion
of this last condition). Under this last condition a photocopy of 11
complete work may be supplied by one library to another. Tho
recipient must pay for the photocopy not less than the cost of its pro
duction (the Canadian Commission has recommended deletion of this
requirement). .
A ddailed statutory prescription of this character would have the
apparent advantage of fixing, with some degree of certainty, the per
missible scope of photocopying. Thus, the statute could define the
institutions authorized to make photocopies, the purposes for which
photocopies may be made and supplied to others, the kinds of material
and how much of each kind may be photocopied, and the conditions
under which photocopies may be made and supplied. Precise limita
tions and condi tions could be imposed in these respects to assure safe
guarding the interests of publishers and copyright owners. But any
such detailed prescription is likely to prove too complex and too
restrictive from the standpoint of libraries fwd researchers. The new
United Kingdom Act has been severely criticized on this score.
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Moreover, a considerable degree of flexibility seems desirable. New
methods of assembling indexes and collections of the voluminous
literature in particular fields of research, new devices for the storage
and photoreproduetion of such materials, and new methods for pro
viding researchers readily with indexes of the literature in their fields
and with photocopies of the materials they want, are developing
rapidly. A statutory prescription in precise detail may well become
outmoded in a relatively short time.
(c) Another possibility would be to provide generally in the statute
that nonprofit institutions may make and supply photocopies for re
search and study and for other specified purposes (e.g., for maintenance
of a library's collections or for another library), with the limitations
and conditions left to administrative prescription by rules and regu
lations. This would permit flexibility to meet changing conditions.
2. Working arrangement.-Instead of attempting a statutory solu
tion of the photocopying problem, a working arrangement might be
agreed upon between the groups concerned. This would have the
advantage of flexibility and the further advantage of reflecting a prac
tical accommodation between the views and interests of the several
groups. Those groups might agree on a code of practice with 'which
all concerned would be willing to experiment, and such a code could
be changed from time to time as experience and changing conditions
show to be necessary.
The "Gentlemen's Agreement" of 1937 and the British "Fair Copy
ing Declaration" illustrate this approach to a solution of the problem.
Efforts to work out a code of practice have already begun.. It may be
desirable to await the outcome of those efforts before seeking to resolve
the problem by statutory provisions.
A statutory solution would seem to be particularly difficult in the
situation of multiple photocopies for the use of a corporation's research
staff, and perhaps in other cases where photocopies are to be made by
or for a profitmaking organization. The recent agreement between
the German publishing and industrial organizations, mentioned above
in part IV c, suggests a possible basis for a working arrangement
between the interested groups to solve such special problems. Fur
ther, the same principle might have broader application in working
arrangements for photocopying generally. Thus, in any situations
where publishers are reluctant to have photocopies made without their
consent, libraries might establish a sort of clearinghouse through which
they would obtain permission from publishers to make photocopies
or, if required, would collect and remit royalties to the publishers.
B; RECAPITULATION OF BASIC ISSUES

The following appear to be the primary questions to be considered.
1. Should the copyright statute provide expressly for the photo
copying of copyrighted works by libraries? If so:
(a) Should the statute merely provide, in general terms, that a
library may supply a single photocopy of any work to any person for
his personal use in research and study?
(b) Should the statute specify limitations and conditions with re
spect to:
(1) the kinds of library institutions that may make and supply
photocopies?
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(2) the purposes for which they may make and supply photo
copies?
(3) the conditions under which they may make and supply
photocopies for such purposes?
(4) the extent to which they may photocopy, under the speci
fied conditions, the contents of (1) periodicals and (2) other pub
lications?
(5) the kinds of published material, if any, which they may not
photocopy?
(c) Should the statute provide for photocopying in general terms
(as in (a) above) subject to limitations and conditions to be prescribed
by administrative regulations?
2. Instead of a statutory prescription, would it be preferable to
encourage the libraries, publishers, and other groups concerned to
develop a w.orking arrangement, in the nature of a code of practice, to
govern photocopying by libraries?
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COMMENTS AND VIEWS SUBMITTED TO THE COI:»YRIGHT
OFFH.:E ON PHOTODUPLICATION OF COPYIUGHTED
MATEIUAI, BY LIBRARIES
Ny Ph.dip n. Wattenberg
MAY 27, 1959.
He: Photoduplication by libraries.
I have read t.lie study by :\11'. Vur mer on photoduplication of copyrighted
mat.erin ls by libraries. 1L is Illy pcrsonul fcnliug that the second approach sug
gested by l\f I'. Varmer Oil page Gn, to wit "a working arrangement" 01' "code"
would be ruore pract.ical than a statutory solution to the problem.
Insofar as the music indu-try (with which I am c10sely associated) is concerned,
I believe the following suggestioIls could form the basis of a workable code that,
would be fall' to all parties conccrued :
1. The person seeking a photocopy shall have attempted to purchase a
copy of the work from t.he publisher,
:2. If tilt; work is out. of print, the applicant will be sent a "permanently
ou t-ot-jaiut." notice by the pulilishor. The publisher will exercise every
dTol't tu process such orders immediately upon receipt. Upon presentation
of such notice to the library, til" applicant will have the right to secure one
photocopy of t.he work in quest ion.
•
:;, The cod" won III make clear that 110 rights (performing, mechanical, or
othcrwise) are evnbruced by or deemed to be connected with the photocopy,
or the permission to obtain same.
1. On each photocopy the library will identify the work from which the
copy is made aud if the work bears it copyright notice the notice will be
reproduced on the photocopy.
5. The cost of making the photocopy and any fees attendant thereupon
would be c1etermiued in accordance wit.h the discretion of the particular
library.
I fully undoratand that the above suggestions may not be fair when applied to
books and scientific periodicials.
Kindest regards.
Sincerely,
PHILIP B. \V ATTENBERG.

By Hobert Gibbon (The Curtis Publishing Co.)
JUNE 15, 1959.
This is in reply to your requests for comment on the st udjy], "Photoduplication
of Copyrighted Material IJy Libraries." * * * The problem discussed in [this]
very interesting stud[y] has [no] particular application to our phase of magazine
publishing. It is, therefore, very diftieult to give constructive criticism.
In addit.ion to the difficulties described in the photoduplication study is the
development of portable ami inexpensive photoduplicating equipment. Further
technological ad va nces along these Jines will make it all the more possible to do
s urreptitiously that. which now is generally requested of libraries. The notation
that any statutory solution to this problem might quickly become outmoded is
an apt one.
In the magazine business we have the satisfaction of knowing that it is cheaper
to buy copies, if the issue is current 01' available, than to reproduce articles photo
graphically or mechanically. If the issue is not available, the magazine publisher
is not likely to be concerned by limited reproduction so long as copyright is pro
tected.
This same solution might well serve other publishing interests. If the libraries
were required or would agree to set prices for photoduplication on current or in
print material such that competition with the copyright proprietor would be
discouraged, thc problem would be considerably alleviated.

*

r

Sincerely,

•

*

*

•

•

ROBERT GIBBON,

ti6:iSl-60--6
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By Harry R. Olsson, Jr.
JUNE

19, 1!l5!l.

Ill': Phnt.o.luplic.rt.ton uf Copvrighted Material by Libr.u-ies->- Varrner.
I huve LlH' following comments to make on the questions raised by this cxecl
lent stud v ;
1. MyInit.iul thought was til(; eopyright statute should provide fj;lr the photo
copviug, or other copying, perhaps by other methods, for research and study
PlII'POfit'S of eopyright works by a centralized library, perhaps tho Library of
Congress, Ot.her libraries eouvonient.ly located shonld he granted tile same
authority hut their number should be kept relatively low.
2. Copy ing should be permit.ted only where the work needed is unavailable
on reasouabl" terms to the researcher and the statute should layout a plan
wlJPr,·I,y t.h« proprietor would be paid a reasonable royalty for each copy made.
Purhups till' royalty should approximate what he would be paid had a eopy of
t.hr- original published work been purchased if the whole published work wr-r«
copied or a proportion if only a portion were. I should make this provision for
a royalty because I see no reason why the author of a work should have perhaps
the largest part of his market for the work taken away from him without benefit
to him. This might tend to dry up the supply of scientific rand techuicul works
which have at best a limited market. In cases where the author is selfles-, and
desires the work to be Irr-ely copied, he can easily so provide by having a note
to this etfect accompany his copyright notice, if indeed he desires a notice at all.
3. The S(;t.tut(~ should specify the conditions under which copies may be supplied
for rt-scnrcii and study purposes. The most important condition it seems to 1lI£
is that tho work itself be unavailable or practicably unavailable. Included
would be instances where the price set for t.he copyrighted material is wholly
u nreasouuhle or where the inutcrinl as published is part of a greater work pro
hibitively expensive to him interested ill only a part. I do not think the statute
should attempt to discriminate among kinds of published nuu.eriul, for all kinds
of muteriul iuuy serve the purposes of research and study, including even comic
hooks that are nasty. In order to prevent abuse, howeve-r, I think the stut.uto
should provide, although probably it cannot detail, for a weighing of the need of
the scholar against the Ini!;itimate need of the copyright proprietor for protection.
For iust.anco, I do not think a scholar making roadv a hook 0[1 the history of the
motion picture art for III should be sold a print of "lkn H ur" by the library merely
bocuusc he wants to writ.e ahout it. l Iis scholurlv needs ea.n in all probability be
satisfied by seeing the picture in a theatre or talking to a friend who did see it, or
look ins; :11 the scenn rio.
4. It would, of course, be wise to eucouraze libraries, publishers, and orher
groups tu develop working urrungoments to allow copying for those purposes by
libraries. However, this is no n-ul alt.ernat.ive to an express provision in the
statute for no doubt some groups would fail to cooperate through opposition or
disinterest.
5. As I said in 1 above, my initial thought was to reconuueud including pro vi
sious covering the above principh-s in the statute. But the necessary language
to accomplish all this would probably have to be very complicated and teclmicul,
perhaps overly so. If the drafting of the bnguage proved to be an impossible
job or if the section in which it were cont.aincd became too unwieldy I think per
haps 1 should be in favor of leaving the problem to be handled by the court s
under the doctrine of "fair usn." I hesitate to leave it to the courts bccausr: of
the statement.s of the text writers, and 1 believe judges, to the effect that it is never
"fair use" to copy the whole work. Perhaps what is required is a negative in the
statute of the idea that it is never "fair use" to copy or use the whole of It work.
It might be possible to condition this to accomplish what I think would be a
beneficial res ul t.
Sincerely yours,
HARRY

R.

OLSSON,

Jr.

By El-isha Hanson
JULY 28, 1959.
He: Copyright Revision Study, "Photoduplication of Copyrighted Material by
Libraries," by Borge Varrner.
Statutory treatment of the broad problem of unauthorized mechanical reproduc
tion of copyrighted material should be avoided if possible. The authors, pub
lishers, libraries and users of the material should be encouraged to seek a solution
through specialized contractual or other types of working arrangements.
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As stated by Mr. Varrner, the essence of the prohlem is how to supply the copy
righted material without damaging the market of the copyright proprietor. The
real problem concerns the unauthorized mechanical reproduction of copyrighted
works by private individuals, corporate groups or libruries, for their own usc or for
use by others.
The problem of extensive photoduplication understandably has been a major
cause for concern with pu blishers of scientific and technical journals. They share
the desire to advance the cause of science, but they fr-ur the financial impact of
reduced subscription lists on their ability to gather and disseminate in the printed
form the very information sought to be duplicated. As a consequeuco, any pro
posal which has the practical effect of eliminating all "scholarly" uses from the
exclusive right of the copyright laws should be weighed most carefully.
Since the right to make a copy of his copyrighted work is one of the f'undumcntal
rights granted to the copyright proprietor, proposals to amend the law so as to
permit others to copy the copyrighted material for the usc of third persons and
without the permission of the copyright proprietor should be rejected.
It is not only contrary to law but to business ethics to appropriate the property
of another for one's use without the permission of the owner of that property,
whatever its nature may be.
Sincerely,
EJ,ISHA HANSON.

By Melville B. Nimmer
A ucrsr 5, ] 959.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

With respect to the study "Photoduplicatlon of Copyrighted Material by
Libraries" by Borge Varmer, I think it would be a mistake to expressly provide by
statute the detailed conditions under which the making and supplying of photo
copies may be permitted. For the reasons sup;ge~ted in Illy comment on the study
of "Fair Use of Copyrighted Works" I think it wrong to attempt to codify in any
detail the doctrine of fair usc, whet her applied to photocopying for rcscurch
purposes or to other purposes. However, since phot.ocunyirn; for rrseareh pur
poses may involve the copying of an eut.ir« article or other work (which ordinar i ly
would exceed the bounds of Iair USt, no ma.t.t.cr what. the purposr.) it might be
desirable to expressly provide in the new Copyright Act that t.ho d"ctriJlu of fair
use may apply to the copying of an entire work whore such copying is for the
purpose of research and study. However, whether or not in fact 1,118 dort.ri ne of
fair use should be applicable in such a sit.uut.ion must depend upon the weighing of
delicate factors which only a trial court should determine. I do not, think that a
satisfactory solution can be obtained through "practicul armngClJlCnts between
libraries and research groups on the ouo hand uud publisher nnrl author groupe; 011
the other." Such nrruugemcnt,s like any detailed suu.utory codification would not
be sufficiently fluxible to moot the de muuds of purt.iculur situations. Moreover,
such arrangements would not solve the prnbleru with respect to publicat.ions
emanating from publisher iLIHI author groupe: not, party to the arrunuciucnt.s.
Yours very truly,
1\IELvlLLE B. NUll\! En.

By Edward G. Freehafer
AUGUST 6, 1959.
Re: Copyright Revision Panel Studies "Photoduplieation of Copyright Material
by Libraries".
You have asked for my comments, as a member of the Paur-I of Consult.nuts
and as Chairman of the Joint Libraries Coiruuif.tre on Fair Use in !'h"t(;(:n\,ying,
on Borge Varrner's revised study.
The joint committee has undertaken a study of the problems involved in photo
copying by Iihraries and has recently obtained counsel to assist it in drawing up
a statement 1.11<,1. will fully express the position of librarians. Until this work is
completed, I will not be able to take a firm position on any specific proposals or
on Mr. Varmer's general question of whether a statutory solution is desirable.
I am also unable at this time to comment Oil the treatment to be given library
photocopying in the event a codification of the fair use doctrine is to be attcmptod ,
Mr. Vurrner's description of the various legislative proposals and foreign statutes
confirms my fear that any statutory limitations or restrictions on the making of
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single copies would impair the value of an euential and traditional research
teohnique. So far aa I am aware the making of private research eoptes hu Dever
caused actual damage to copyright owners.
The problem emw only because modern copying processes have brought
into being a new "potential" means of damaging copyright owners. Research
workers are not 1'espoIl8ible for this, and I believe the, 88 I understand it, unchallenged right to make a private copy must be preserved. In any case, no
serious consideration should be given to restricting researoh techniques in the
absenoe of a 0111&1' showing that they are in fact oaUBing actual damage to copyright owners.
A chief job of libraries and librarians is to facilitate research. In making
modern copying prooeesee available the libraries must be sure that they do not
indireotly cause the soureea of researoh material to dry up or the established
rights of researoh workers to be restricted. Neither of these results could oocur
if the use of modern copying processes by libraries does not cause actual damage
to copyright owners. The joint committee has decided to find out whether
libraries are causing any such damage or seem likely to do so under present
practices.
The libraries are also aware that modern processes might be used by the
unscrupulous or unthinking in such a way 88 to damage authors and publishers.
It is my belief-and the belief of the joint committee--that librarians must play
a leading role in devising ways to prevent that potential damage from becoming
8 reality. We recognize not only that damage to authors and publishers is
detrimental to libraries, but also that certain .u~ested methods of preventing
that damage would be even more detrimental by impairing the use of the very
techniques we wish to faoilitate.
.
Mr. Varmer's study is a valuable addition to our knowledge of the problem.
His paper does not indicate that present eireumstancee warrant either restrictions
on research techniques or cumbersome regulatory arrangementB--whether voluntaryor involuntary. But it does indicate that statutory solutions suggested in
the past and attempted elsewhere have not been satisfactory.
Sincerely yours,
EDWARD G. FBEEHAFEB,
Chairman, Joint Librarill' CommiUll1l on Fair Use in Pho'ocoPlling.

BlI William P. Fidler
OCTOBER

30, 1959.

As copies of the various studies on the ~enera1 revision of the copyright law
have been received, I have sought the advice of competent scholars concerning
the relationship of the aoademic profession to the issues raised by these studies.
At this time I am presenting some of the points of view expressed by professors
who ate competent to judge the technicalities of copyrights, and I hope to forward
other views at a later date.

•

•

*

•

•

*

•

It seems to me and my advisers that definite permission to make single copies
of Iibr&1'y material for scholarly use should be enacted. The spread of photocopying is an important aid to research, and we do not think that the claims of
copyright owners should be permitted to stand in the way of its full utilization.
Misuse of copies so made could, we should think, be largely prevented if the
copier were required to include the copyright notice on it, together with a statement that the copy was made for the research of a particular person only.
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